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The Kingdom of the Fez

In February 2021, I was reading this quatrain from Nostradamus.

“IN THE YEAR 1999 & SEVEN MONTHS, FROM THE SKY WILL COME THE GREAT

KING OF TERROR! He will bring back to life the king of the Mongols. Before & after,

war reigns. Out of the country of Greater Arabia shall be born a strong master of

Mohammedan law. This king will enter Europe wearing a blue turban. He is one that

shall cause the infernal gods of Hannibal to live again. He will be the terror of mankind,

never more horror!” This king, this warlord, Nostradamus says, will wage war against the

West: “The kingdom of the Fez shall come to the throne of Europe!” (Nostradamus’

Prophecies of the Antichrist! [#1800])

Whilst reading, I received a prophecy which I believe was an interpretation of the

quatrain. I remember at the time that my spirit helper was quite forceful with me

because I was struggling to write what I was hearing from across the veil. Twice in the

prophecy I paused and was immediately told to keep writing.

Even though it seemed like quite a stretch to me at the time, the prophecy I received

clearly identified the US as being that “King of Terror” and that the blue turban was the

blue sky or blue background of the American flag with the stars on it, and that as the

quatrain went on to predict, the US would indeed be “The Kingdom of the Fez” to take

the throne of Europe. Even so, I had a hard time seeing the connection between the US

and “The Fez”…but out of obedience I put the quatrain and prophecy on our blog.

https://mystical-bible.com/our-heaven-born-banner/
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Today the 23  of November 2021, my wife (not American) opened a book on American

History that the kids have used for school. She wasn’t looking for anything in particular,

but randomly opened the book and it fell open to the picture shown at the top of this

page. Neither of us had ever seen the picture before, but upon looking up its origin, she

discovered that it is quite famous, and is called Our Heaven Born Banner. What initially

caught her attention was this soldier standing on a rock, apparently on guard duty. What

was surprising was the garb the soldier was wearing. It was not at all what you’d expect

an American soldier to be wearing during the time of the Civil War. THE SOLDIER WAS

WEARING A FEZ HAT and was decked out in a French-Algiers uniform. It took a little

while but the next thing that came into focus was the sky. It was a silhouette of THE

AMERICAN FLAG WITH THE STARS OF THE NIGHT SKY EMBEDDED at the top left-

hand corner of the cloud-patterned flag.  (After further research, we discovered that

fighting on both sides during the US Civil War, there were elite units of men, both

foreigners and Americans, who patterned their fighting style and dress after the French-

Algiers special forces, thus the Fez hat.)

Supernaturally finding this painting has certainly encouraged us that there is some

secret within the prophecy that the Lord wished to be revealed. He knows that there is a

connection and is trying to confirm it to us.

 Like I was telling someone yesterday, who knows what Nostradamus saw that day.

Maybe he was shown that very picture along with an eagle. Who knows how God

presented the vision to him. It was not up to him to question, neither is it our business

what the Lord gives us in prophecy, ours is just to listen and obey.  Following is

Nostradamus’ quatrain along with what the Lord showed me that day back in February

of this year.

Kingdom of the Fez (Oppressors)

16. “IN THE YEAR 1999 & SEVEN MONTHS, FROM THE SKY WILL COME THE

GREAT KING OF TERROR! He will bring back to life the king of the Mongols.

Before & after, war reigns. Out of the country of Greater Arabia shall be born a

strong master of Mohammedan law. This king will enter Europe wearing a blue

turban. He is one that shall cause the infernal gods of Hannibal to live again. He

will be the terror of mankind, never more horror!” This king, this warlord,

Nostradamus says, will wage war against the West: “The kingdom of the Fez shall

come to the throne of Europe!” (Nostradamus’ Prophecies of the Antichrist!

[#1800])

Prophecy:

“Listen to the whisperers, for they are all around you. Yes, these matters are indeed

weighty, but they are not past finding out. At the beginning of the new millennium, the

King of Terror moved…write! What Nostradamus saw in that vision of him coming from

the sky was symbolic of the American eagle landing and taking dominion of Eurasia. He

saw the ‘blue’…write! segment of the US flag with its embedded stars. He wrote what he

saw, a blue sky with stars. He saw the eagle, the King of Terror landing on ‘greater

rd
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Arabia’ one of the four kingdoms of Alexander. What he didn’t understand was that this

King of Terror was preparing the way of the East, ‘the Mongol hordes’ in preparation for

the rise of the Man of Sin. As your prophecy revealed, China is as that Mongol horde.

 (Excerpt of prophecy received on January 30, 2020—Coronavirus in China

and Psalms 91)

“They have become as the hordes of Mongols who will sweep across the world

consuming and destroying everything in their path. This plague will slow them down

somewhat but will not dampen their desire for conquest. They have tasted of that bounty

and want more and more. They will not stop here. They want the world to become

Chinese. They will however meet their match in the form of the son of perdition. He will

be far more evil than even they (End of excerpt)

prophecy continues) “You wonder who this one is who wears the blue turban. Let me

explain: the blue turban is the blue color of the Red White and Blue. It was the eagle, the

King of Terror, that not only released the king of the Mongols but also set the Muslim

hordes loose upon Europe, both before and after war. But their main exodus was during

the wars the eagle waged in greater Arabia. This ‘invasion’ was instigated and supported

by the ‘King of terror’; thus the blue turban worn by him, who is great in Mohammedan

law. This king it speaks of causes the infernal gods of Hannibal to live again. These

infernal gods are the same as those spoken of by My prophet Daniel:

Daniel 10:13 But the prince of the kingdom of Persia withstood me one and twenty

days: but, lo, Michael, one of the chief princes, came to help me; and I remained there

with the kings of Persia.

This Islamic invasion of Europe is also part of the fulfillment of Daniel’s prophecy, where

he spoke of the holy people being destroyed.

Daniel 7:25 And he shall speak great words against the most High, and shall wear out

the saints of the most High, and think to change times and laws: and they shall be

given into his hand until a time and times and the dividing of time.

Daniel 8:24 And his power shall be mighty, but not by his own power: and he shall

destroy wonderfully, and shall prosper, and practice, and shall destroy the mighty and

the holy people.

Formerly Christian Europe is now firmly in the hand of the NWO and its king. The

‘trump’ card has been played; America has now isolated herself. And as Babylon was

used to bring about My will toward My children and then retribution; so will it be with

America.

Jeremiah 25:12 And it shall come to pass, when seventy years are accomplished, that I

will punish the king of Babylon, and that nation, saith the LORD, for their iniquity, and

the land of the Chaldeans, and will make it perpetual desolations. (See also Revelation

18)
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“Surely the Lord GOD will do nothing, but he revealeth his secret unto his servants the
prophets.” Amos 3:7

Antichrist rising

When you call on the keys of deliverance in desperation and humility, one breath of My

Spirit will snuff out the Enemy’s flame of power and bring his works to naught in an

instant.

And as My prophet Daniel said:

Daniel 11:20Then shall stand up in his estate a raiser of taxes in the glory of the

kingdom: but within few days he shall be destroyed, neither in anger, nor in battle.

So has the trump passed into history, neither in anger nor in battle.

See: Antichrist Rising https://youtu.be/m1NharckzVY

(To trump is to outrank or defeat someone or something, often in a highly public way.

… Originally trump implied a deceptive form of victory involving cheating, but that

sense has been largely lost, though it’s still around in the term trumped up, meaning

something that’s been falsely made up.)

Ready yourselves, My loves, for time moves on and the stage is set for…

Daniel 11:21 And in his estate shall stand up a vile person, to whom they shall not give

the honor of the kingdom: but he shall come in peaceably, and obtain the kingdom by

flatteries.

“Most of the dirty work has been done, so he shall walk in literally unopposed. The

numbering of the people will be his “corona” accomplishment. I tell you plainly: a new

king has risen and has brought down the 3 kings of Europe through the invasion of

Islam, through Brexit and through Corona (The Crown), the coronation of the last king.

Now the Mongol hordes are sweeping not only Europe but the whole world, and as the

Mongol hordes of the past laid waste the lands and peoples before them, so will this

Chinese/Mongol horde lay waste the world and its people as it eats up country after

country in search for minerals and raw materials to feed its economic engines of war.

And so the enemy of this world always goes before himself. He always has a copy, a

prototype preceding him.”

https://youtu.be/m1NharckzVY
https://youtu.be/m1NharckzVY
https://youtu.be/m1NharckzVY
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“Everything in the physical that was created or made by man has some spiritual

counterpart.” (Mysterious Keys Part 3)

“Nearly everything in this life is an illustration of something in the Spirit World and

there’s nothing that’s ever without significance or without meaning. There is either a

spiritual analogy for nearly everything natural, or there is a natural example for nearly

everything spiritual. For everything there, there’s a counterpart here, and yet this world

is but a poor imitation, it’s only a picture of things to come!”. (DM 2…December 1)

“The Devil always has a counterpart, a parallel, & while the Devil puts certain human

kings on the throne, he has his actual, real, much more powerful demonic king who is

ruling over that king, guiding him in his thoughts, & perhaps, as I’ve often said, even

possessing him;  as Satan himself will possess the Antichrist.” (Daniel 7 Review)

Colossians 1:16 For in him were all things created in heaven and on earth, visible and

invisible, whether thrones, or dominations, or principalities, or powers: all things were

created by him and in him.

Romans 1:20 For the invisible things of him from the creation of the world are clearly

seen, being understood by the things that are made, even his eternal power and

Godhead; so that they are without excuse:

And so it is in the case of this prophecy from Nostradamus. The “King of Terrors” has his

spiritual counterpart whom My Word says in Revelation will be cast to the earth at the

appointed time.”

 Revelation12: 7-9: And there was war in heaven: Michael and his angels fought against

the dragon; and the dragon fought and his angels, and prevailed not; neither was their

place found any more in heaven. And the great dragon was cast out, that old serpent,

called the Devil, and Satan, which deceiveth the whole world: he was cast out into the

earth, and his angels were cast out with him.”

(End of prophecy  received in February 2021)

November 23, 2021—the story continues

Wait, the story is not yet complete, My ardent followers. As I have spoken through My

prophet David, there have been lots of predecessors & prototypes of the Antichrist down

through history. And as the evil one uses one up in his quest to find the perfect host, so

has he thrown the US aside and is even now fulfilling the next part of the script. Daniel

11:21 And in his estate shall stand up a vile person, to whom they shall not give the

honor of the kingdom: but he shall come in peaceably, and obtain the kingdom by

flatteries.

Now that the king of terrors is moving backstage, the “man of peace”, at least initially, is

taking his place on center stage. Yet another counterpart, but this time of the real thing…

Me! I am the true Man of Peace, and I will rule and reign on high for all eternity.  (End of

prophecy)
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Some other interesting facts:

[Yeltsin’s 1930s counterpart was Paul von Hindenburg, the German president and

former general who was considered the guarantor of the German Constitution. Yet it was

an exhausted, befuddled Hindenburg in his second term of office who opened the door of

power to Adolf Hitler in 1933.] (END 013  (Interesting how Yeltsin gave way to Putin in

2000)

Fez hats have a long and complicated history in the Middle East, Eastern Europe, and

North Africa. I am not an historian and am not entirely familiar with the fez’s nuances of

meaning in these parts of the world. However, I do know this: for most Muslims, this hat

is now politically incorrect. It is considered the hat of the oppressors. On the other hand,

in Morocco the fez is a symbol of nationalism; it was worn historically as a protest

against the French occupation. It is now associated with the Moroccan royal court. The

King of Morocco, the royal guard, cabinet ministers, and the palace staff all wear fezzes

and are the only Arab leaders to do so.

The origins of the fez, called the “tarboosh” or “Tarbush” by the Moroccans. The

tarboosh, which is of ancient Greek origin…

The Editors of Encyclopaedia Britannica
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